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ESF has launched a Master of Engineering (M.E.) degree in Environmental Resources Engineering -a first of its kind within the SUNY system. Housed within the Department of Environmental Resources ...
ESF Launches Master of Engineering Degree
SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry is ... degrees ranging from aquatics and fisheries science to paper engineering, as well as a landscape architecture program.
SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry
More than 800 pounds of paper was kept out of the waste stream thanks to paper engineering students at the SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry (ESF). Students in the senior design ...
Paper Engineering Students Give Office Paper Second Life
CANTON — SUNY Canton earned a spot in the 2021 American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) National Student Steel Bridge Competition following a second-place regional finish.
SUNY Canton takes second in regional steel bridge competition
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has awarded Clarkson University an approximately $6-million five-year grant to continue its partnership with SUNY Fredonia and SUNY Oswego to conduct the Great ...
Researchers from Clarkson University, SUNY Fredonia and SUNY Oswego to Receive $6 Million from EPA to Continue Great Lakes Contaminant Monitoring
Bolstering a 14-year Great Lakes research partnership, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has awarded $6 million to Clarkson University and experts at two State University of New York ...
Clarkson awarded $6 million by EPA to continue Great Lakes fish monitoring
And a healthier, more sustainable building has far-reaching impacts to the quality of occupant experience, the reduction of environmental stressors ... but as a local example, SUNY Canton, the ...
Indoor Air Purification Provides Schools With Healthier, Sustainable Campuses
Supported by grants from SUNY, two UB teams are laying the groundwork for ... assistant professor of civil, structural and environmental engineering, School of Engineering and Applied Sciences; ...
With SUNY funding, UB teams explore technologies to increase pandemic preparedness
Ph.D. in civil and environmental engineering at Northwestern University All Ph.D. students ... Ph.D. in management at Binghamton University--SUNY All students admitted to the interdisciplinary ...
28 Fully Funded Ph.D. Programs
Buffalo, New York – Foit-Albert Associates, Architecture, Engineering and Surveying, P.C announces the addition of Michael Lydle, PE as Senior Project Manager in the Engineering Group at the firm.
People on the Move
There’s more to leading an institution of higher learning than ensuring students complete their courses of study and earn their degrees. School deans and presidents are also civic leaders, debating ...
The 2021 Higher Education Power 100
Binghamton University researchers Christopher Bishop and Timothy de Smet have each received grants from the SUNY Technology ... of Geological Sciences and Environmental Studies Alex Nikulin ...
Researchers receive funding to help Parkinson's patients, protect environment
Governor Robert Duffy, State University of New York Chancellor Nancy Zimpher, and other dignitaries attended the ribbon cutting ceremony for a shiny new building on the SUNY Polytechnic Institute ...
Top STEM High Schools In The Country & How They Are Making A Difference
School record-holder in the 50 free and 200 free relay, Section V champion, Swimmer of the Meet at Class B sectionals. Future plans: Continue my academic and athletic career at SUNY Geneseo.
Meet the 2021 All-Greater Rochester Boys Swimming and Diving Team
Students study engineering, chemistry ... The mission of the SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry is to inspire environmental solutions through knowledge, creativity, and values.
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